Preparing for an EMR Staffing Solution?
AMN Healthcare is Your
Workforce Solutions Partner
Clinical Director
Healthcare facilities across the nation are
preparing to make the transition from
paper-based documentation to an electronic
health records/electronic medical records
system (EMR), or are transitioning from one
system to another. Making the transition to
an EMR system can bring improved efficiency
and patient safety, plus financial incentives
from the federal government for achieving
“meaningful use.” We’ll work with you to
assess your specific needs, devise a plan and
provide the supplemental staff you’ll need
throughout the EMR transition process.
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Our transition experts will partner with your
implementation team to provide project
management and on-site support in addition
to EMR travel RNs that possess a unique
combination of clinical and technical skills
and go-live experience.
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Partner with AMN’s Dedicated EMR
Solutions Team
AMN Healthcare’s dedicated EMR staffing
team has a proven track record of helping
facilities with their system installations and
upgrades. We have supported computer
conversions at hundreds of hospitals
since 2005.
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During your EMR implementation,
AMN’s dedicated solutions team
will help you:
•

Deliver high-quality care and maintain
patient satisfaction scores.

•

Offset losses in efficiency (industry
estimates average 15%) due to core staff
learning curve on new system.

•

Accelerate system adoption and reinforce
compliance and charting processes.

•

Maintain morale and avoid EMRimplementation-induced attrition and LOAs.

•

Manage all supplemental EMR travel RNs.

“AMN offers the full spectrum of healthcare professionals
for your facility—including pre-screened nurses, physicians
and allied health and pharmacy professionals—who have
the systems experience to provide immediate support to
your staff with minimal orientation.”
— Kim Gregson, HR Coordinator, - University of Wisconsin Hospital & Clinics
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Let Us Design Your Custom
Staffing Solution
At AMN, we recognize that each facility’s
electronic health record conversion project
is unique. AMN has the expertise to design
and customize a staffing solution to fit
your individual needs. During an EMR
implementation, our flexible options will
allow you to:

Recommended EMR Staffing Timeline
Implementation Stage

Planning Stage

go-live

go-live
•

•

Minimize impact on clinical staff and
maintain excellent patient care.
Keep beds open to serve patient
community and avoid loss of revenue.

•

Roll out one unit or your entire facility.

•

Improve technology adoption among
your core staff.

•

Tap into the largest supply of EMR 		
travel RNs.

•

Backfill for core staff while they train on
the new system.

•

Support core staff with additional		
‘Go-Live’ system expertise.

•

Access the full spectrum of healthcare
providers including, physicians, therapists,
Pharmacists and RNs.		

Assess needs, develop
roadmap 3-6 months in
advance of implementation

Backfill with support
staff while core is
training 1-4 months
pre-GoLive

Specialized EMR
Travel RN’s arrive
1-2 weeks pre
Go-Live

EMR Travel RN’s
Travel
help reduce ratio’s RNs exit
and offer at the
elbow support
3-5 weeks

Suggested GoLive
timeframe support

4 to 7 weeks

Rely on AMN for Quality Staffing
Advice and Clinical Excellence
AMN Healthcare has been in the business
of innovating healthcare workforce
solutions for more than 25 years, and has
been certified by The Joint Commission
with its Gold Seal of Approval™ for
Staffing Companies. More hospitals look
to us for their supplemental healthcare
workforce needs than any other company
in the United States. That means you
can count on our dedicated resource
team to effectively manage your EMR
implementation’s temporary workforce.
With our extensive recruitment programs
and strict eligibility standards— including a
thorough background and reference check,

skills evaluation, licensing verification, drug
testing, and pre-screening interview— we are
prepared to place our uniquely qualified EMR
clinicians in your facility to assist throught out
your implementation.

Request a Free Electronic Medical
Records Staffing Assessment
Learn more about the benefits of
partnering with AMN during your system
implementation. Call (866) 871-8519 to speak
to our electronic health records transition
experts and request a free EMR staffing
assessment, or submit your staffing request
online at www.amnhealthcare.com.

“ With AMN I had a partner that consulted with
me every step of the way…AMN made the process
seamless and the experience a delight.”
–Loraine Skeahan, director of nursing, Hackettstown
Regional Medical Center, N.J.
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